Bathroom Communication

Responder 5 Audio Bath Station
®

An Advanced Audio Communication Solution for Bathrooms

Responder 5 Audio Bath
Stations improve overall
patient safety and care
by putting effective
communication devices
in one of the biggest
problem zones —
bathrooms.

Improved Communication Where It Counts
Responder 5 Audio Bath Stations make bathrooms—in patient rooms and throughout your
entire hospital—safer for patients and visitors. By incorporating audio in your bathrooms,
you can enable a constant connection to your patients, helping to reduce the number of
patient falls and improving staff efficiency. Whether patients have a simple request or an
emergency situation, giving them an easy and effective way to communicate to their cargiver
from the bathroom ensures their safety and their peace of mind - no matter where they are
located in the hospital.

Audio Capability for Fall Prevention
The Responder 5 Nurse Call system is the first to offer Bath Stations with audio capability, and
this real-time communication helps your staff provide the best quality care for your patients.
The audio feature is invaluable for preventing falls and other injuries. Better fall prevention
means reduced liability for your organization.
Most falls take place when patients attempt to return to bed after using the bathroom.
Patients are often still medicated, in pain or weak from surgery. With Responder 5’s audio
capability in the bathroom, caregivers can give patients verbal instructions to stay where they
are—either before a fall takes place or after one has occurred—until help arrives. Hearing
a caregiver’s voice provides patients with much-needed reassurance that a caregiver is on
the way.

Bathroom Communication

The Responder 5 Audio
Pull-Cord can be a part
of your Fall Prevention
Program, reducing
the risk of patient falls
and translating into
decreased liability for
your organization.

Enhance Staff Performance

Back-to-Bed Call

Caregivers are always on the move, taking care of patients,
documenting charts and at times working across multiple
departments. A nurse can walk between 1-5 miles per

Assist Button

Audio Bath Station

shift, often running to get supplies for patients. The Audio
Bath Station can help minimize these steps.
When a patient is in the bathroom, not every call
is an emergency. They may only be in need of toilet
paper, soap or require assistance back to bed. With
audio available in the bathroom, patients can
Clear Audio Speaker

communicate their needs with a direct connection to

their caregiver. The caregiver can then get the needed items before going to the bathroom
to assist - eliminating wasted time. Patients can know that they’re being cared for,
and that their staff member is always accessible.

Safer Environment for Caregivers
When a patient pushes the bath station call button or uses the pull-cord, the corridor light
outside a patient’s room blinks to signal a caregiver. This alert is sent simultaneously to
a caregiver’s wireless phone or pager, or to the nurse’s console station. It also appears on
computer screens throughout the unit.
The Audio Bath Station can protect your staff as well as your patients. Often, caregivers need
to attend to patients who are medicated, can become unruly or are larger than themselves.
Caregivers also can fall themselves when assisting patients from the shower. The Responder
Audio Station helps anyone communicate by pulling the bath cord in case of an emergency.
The audio connection enables them to describe the situation and request assistance needed.

Responder 5 Bath Station Highlights

• Audio station includes “Back-to-Bed” button for non-emergency calls
• Vibrant red plastic pull-cords provide long life and are easier to disinfect and grab
• Clear audio for verbal communication
• Developed by the industry leader in nurse call systems
Rauland-Borg Corporation
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